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Greece’s future as an independent state of sorts came to an end in
2010 when she was hastily put in EU “bailout” irons to save French and
German banks. The worst though was still to come.
In 2015 half the (primarily Moslem) population of the Asian and
African Third World decided to move to Europe without invitation—and
Greece became the gate to the World of Dreams for all and sundry pushing
their way from the Anatolian coast across the narrows to land on Greek
islands.
A fearful, but initially “humanistic,” northern Europe, aghast at the
enormous wave of “irregular migrants,” hastily ordered Greece’s northern
border shut and battened down and thus the cradle of democracy became an
open air holding pen for tens of thousands of the unwanted.
Bled to death by the catastrophic EU/IMF “bailouts,” and forced to
deal with the uninvited in her usual disorganized, bewildering, and frail
ways, Greece succeeded in creating, aside from a “humanitarian crisis,” a
permanent national security threat inside her borders.
For years before 2015, Greek governments singularly failed to
protect the country from the illegal immigration blight. They nonchalantly
accepted the rapid transformation of Athens from a barely livable place into
a dirty bad copy of a cross between Lahore and the African hinterland.
They furtively massaged whatever statistics were available to downplay (or
erase) both opportunistic and serious crime by illegals. And they ignored
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the desperate calls for help from the unfortunate native Greeks seeing their
neighborhoods being destroyed by illegal immigration arrivals dubbed
“inevitable” and a “human rights” phenomenon we cannot avoid.
The latest act in this horror show is now unfolding thanks to the
political dead-end facing the architect of Europe’s illegal immigration
calamity, Angela Merkel of Germany. With the EU facing an existential
threat between the Eurozone debacle and growing opposition to calls for
welcoming illegal immigrants, Merkel is desperately maneuvering in her
efforts to salvage her already weakened coalition government.
But, Mrs. Merkel, please, have no fear.
In his usual flawless bootlick manner, PM Tsipras, already holding
the Oscar for Most Capable Apple Polisher EU Member Leader, is
speeding to offer a helping hand. His chosen formula? Accept without
questions the return to Greece of tens of thousands of illegals already in
Germany.
Tsipras, by all accounts the worst and most dangerous postwar prime
minister of Greece, is nevertheless the darling of the EU mandarinate for
forcing upon Greek society brutal austerity and misery-dealing foreign
“supervision” until at least 2066—now augmented with the addition of a
broad plan to further pauperize the Greek people, and hold Greece firmly
incarcerated in debtor’s prison, until who knows when.
Tsipras has thus emerged (again) as the right man in the right place
now that Germany, leading northern Europe, seeks to unload on the
European South the undesirable flotsam-and-jetsam pouring in from the
east and the south and threatening the increasingly brittle European
“comradeship,” with an increasing number of dissatisfied member
countries seeking ways of unshackling themselves from Brussels.
Greece, tacked away in the Balkans, is unfortunate in having 8,500
miles of coastline between her and Turkey, the rapidly growing not-toocrypto-fundamentalist Islamic “republic” under sultan Erdogan.
The latter makes no secret of his intention to unleash a renewed
illegal immigrant invasion upon the Greek islands, already choking with
increasingly unruly and frustrated uninvited, and thus force upon Greece a
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crisis she won’t be able to contain.
Between this threat and Tsipras’s welcoming Germany’s unwanted,
Greece faces a tragic impasse.
On the one hand, any attempt to modify the terms of an
unconditional forced return of the undesirables, with the infamous Dublin
accords as the pretext, exposes the country to Berlin’s wrath and the
prospect of never reaching even the barest agreement of reducing her
monstrous sovereign debt that continues to bloat despite the “bailouts.”
This debt, Germany demands, must be paid back in full (something that
would require selling the entire country into permanent slavery, at the
least).
On the other, Greece does not possess any politicians determined to
fight EU illegal immigration demands. Save the ultra-right Golden Dawn
neo-Nazis, who miss no opportunity to express their virulent opposition to
the uninvited, none of the current “progressive” and “Europeanist”
politicos are in any way capable of trying, at least, to put up a fight.
Receiving tens of thousands of already grumbling and angry alien
humanity into the country is the perfect recipe for disaster. And the Tsipras
government, by way of its “progressive left” bend, and its more than
obvious disinterest in treating the undesirables with a firm hand, should be
expected to do everything in its power to make an already dangerous
deadlock into the pre-announced nightmare the “nationalist obsessionists”
have been warning for years.
The five-million-dollar question now is whether Greece is being
irrevocably drawn towards a law-and-order crisis that would put to shame
similar (usually unreported) phenomena in northern European countries,
including Germany.
While Europe’s “humanitarians,” “scientific analysts,” and the
liberal left media are doing their best to downplay any “unseemly
phenomena” involving illegal immigrants, few among them would broach
questions such as whether Europe is willing to accept an “Arab
Mediterranean,” or what to do with the rapid increase of Europe’s Moslem
population in the years out to 2050, lest the inane politically correct “anti3

racist” narrative is breached.
Greece has absolutely no room for such debates. She already faces a
future as a reluctant and depleted unlikely charity plus a demographic
Armageddon because of the steady decline of the nuclear family, now
bordering on the apocalyptic thanks to her “salvation-by-debt” orchestrated
courtesy of her EU “partners.”
Greek “leaders”—if, that is, there are any of them left—must decide
now on how to defend against this scourge of the 21st century not
according to “humanitarianism” but according to common sense and the
overriding need to keep Hellas together. And to slightly paraphrase a
recent commentator “either we do what is best for Greeks, or we do what is
best for foreigners, regardless of how we fare from doing so.”
Any other choice will be the certain key to catastrophe.
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